Some people think it would be a good idea for schools to teach every young person how to be a good parent. Do you agree or disagree with this opinion? Describe the skills a person needs to be a good parent.

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or experience.

You should write at least 250 words.

The increasing number of marriage in the coming years contributes to the fact that the age of parents tends to be younger and younger. The issue how to feed and teach their children in the correct direction has been shown up in front of these low-aged parents. Setting up a specified course in school for young person to acknowledge the essential skills seems to be reasonable.

As to the skills of being a superior parent, responsibility is the crucial expertise in this area. The majority of the parents, especially who became parent at the early age, tend to rarely afford this burden and lack of patience to keep on educate their children. Recent research reported by East Daily, illustrates that approximately 35 percent of the young parents fail to watch their babies which is taken care of by their grandparent instead. This figure is also booming right now. Develop responsibility when they feed and educate their own boys or girls is supposed to be an evitable course for the special education institute.

Meanwhile, a well-qualified parent is capable of keeping the balance of award and punishment. It’s vital for parents to acquire this when handling their child’s trouble case. Provided that schools can supply the appropriate measures and approaches for young person in this situation, this can simply avoid the confusion and negative effect on his child.

To sum up, the qualification of being a good parent is involved in strong responsibilities for family, properly encouraging their children and criticizing the incorrect behavior when they are growing up. There is no doubt that schools should establish the lesson for every young person to acquire how to cultivate their next generation.